ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
To provide services such as heating or cooling, already different energy sources can be used, gas, electric heat pumps or district heating/cooling. In a smart grid 'prosumers' (both producer and consumer) will reasonably choose at any time the most convenient energy resource. For example, changing the tariffs ratio of gas versus electric power will cause one of these resources to became preferable against the other; the economic ratio threshold is different for each prosumer, according to the energy conversion technology that they adopt. When price ratio of gas versus electric power is lower than a given value, usage of gas heating will be encouraged versus electric heat pumps although these may still cause less CO 2 emission. Additionally, use of gas may reduce load on electric distribution networks and increase flow in the gas network. All these effects and many others need to be taken into account to make the best out of smart grids deployment. In order to achieve the different goals, prices of gas/heat/electric power and their relative ratio need to be carefully managed and promptly made available to prosumers. An advanced metering infrastructure may also facilitate rational management of different energy resources and support optimized management of smart grids: details of the project dedicated to this topic will be given in the following. The paper reports also the experience gained in managing "dual-fuel" heating against energy conservation.
ARCHITECTURE
A test facility dedicated to experiment rational use of energy, effects of network and price signals on prosumers and the interaction of prosumers with energy networks has been set up. Already available commercial devices were used to develop the complete infrastructure that allows effective management of energy in customers premises and eases the interaction between active customers and the network. The infrastructure that was set up allows the provision of data from smart meters to market actors in various ways in order to enable the implementation of energy efficiency measures, enhance monitoring and management of grids, help in optimising and automating market processes and improve services for prosumers. Meter data can be accessed by the several market players whilst prosumers are expected to receive price and network signals and have easy access to meter and historic consumption data. Smart metering can both send information and requests both to prosumers and DSOs. The party responsible for collecting and administrating meter data will have to make data accessible to all other authorised market players in a non-discriminatory way. The figure below (Fig. 1) energy retailers and DSOs and manage generators and loads according to customer's preferences, also maintaining power exchange with the network under a given thresholds (that may change every hour). CESI RICERCA active customer simulator comprises a 60m 2 building, representing a house with living room, kitchen, bedroom and bathroom. The facility allows carrying out several tests on different energy management strategies and it may also simulate user habits thanks to an appropriate sub-system which operates domestic appliances as a real family may do living in that house. The facility (Fig. 2 ) is equipped with:
• a commercial home automation system; • a set of common appliances;
• a LEM that provides smart energy management;
• a "user simulator" that switches on and off home appliances according to several profiles representing different family compositions • heating system (boiler + fan coils and heat pumps)
• a photovoltaic conversion system • a storage unit (UPS). . TCP/IP protocol and XML format were considered because they are widely used and they are likely to become a de facto standard also in this domain. The whole environment is based on commercially available hardware components where additional functions can easily be added to. A monitoring and data logging system allows data collection for the off-line evaluation of the energy management applications, like: loads management, storage management, local generation management and heating management.
Load management
Load management systems allow switching on and off appliances when particular circumstances occur. An effective system for Load Management takes into account aspects like the consumer's attitude to use energy as function of the price, the list of appliances and their priority, their criticality levels and their maximum interruption time, load profiles of different appliances and the possibility to change it in response to price and system signals.
Storage management
Highly automated environment asks for high reliance on energy supply and quality of power. Electric storage units are to be included in the energy management of end user premise in order to improve load management functions and security level of critical applications. As long as interruption of power supply lasts, storage units provide energy for critical devices i.e. communication, lighting and critical automation like opening and closing of doors. According to battery level and before finishing storages the energy management system has to switch off prosumer's critical devices (starting from the less critical) to extend life of most critical services. Such function may also be used to enhance "saving" since storages may be used to feed (small) appliances when energy prices are high (i.e. critical peak price periods).
Local generation management
Several Countries are promoting diffusion of small dispersed generators, especially from renewable sources or µCHP. Customers with such systems may provide energy flows from and towards the network according to external circumstances like heat request during the cold season. Therefore local energy management systems have to manage the net power exchange with the network and act to maintain it within fixed amounts. Local energy dispatching becomes possible by controlling some appliances (e.g. dishwasher, washing machine) that can be (de)activated according to power availability. Power in excess can be used for charging Pluggable Electric Vehicles (EPV).
Heating management
During last few years sales of reversible air/air heat pumps has strongly increased. That was mostly due to the availability of several models and cost reduction. Now more and more houses are equipped both with air/air heat pumps and gas heating. Integration of electric load and heat management has to take into account gas/electricity prices, external temperature and the temperature set for each room at any time of the day. In this case LEM calculates the current heat pump COP i (Coefficient Of Performance, thermal energy in heating kWht / electric consumption kWhe) and decides whether to use gas heating, heat pumps, or both of them. 
EXPERINCE WITH "DUAL-FUEL" HEATING
The actual Coefficient Of Performance of heat pumps is mainly depending on external temperature. Manufacturers provide COP n measured at "standard conditions", that is outside air temperature of 7° Celsius and a relative humidity of 85%. The instantaneous COP i of an heat pump depends from many parameters, however the most significant one is the outside temperature. Following semi-empirical formula can be used to approximate the instantaneous COP i : 
Table 1 Energy classification of the Heat Pump
Convenience of using electric heat pumps or gas heating can be calculated either maximizing the economic or environmental benefit. Those conditions can be effectively represented by comparing COP i with COP econ and COP env . COP econ is function of the price of electric power and gas, and of the yield of the gas heating generator as shown in the following formula: COP env is obtained comparing CO 2 emissions of the heat pump (average CO 2 emission of Italian power plant park for producing a kWhe) and CO 2 emission of the adopted gas condensation generator for a kWht. Heat pumps are economically convenient for COP i greater than COP env or while they are environmental friendly for COP i greater than COP amb . whist in the opposite case gas heating turns out to be preferable (e.g. given a gas heating generator with yield equal to 0.8, the heat pump becomes convenient in case the COP i is greater that 2.2 from the economic point and greater than 1.6 from the environmental perspective). In case COP i is in between 1.6 and 2.2, use of the heat pump will still provide less CO 2 emission than gas heating, however that will not be convenient for the prosumer. Actually LEM will use gas heating instead of the heat pump. A good gas/electric power price ratio should reduce the difference between the "economic return" and "environmental performance".
TESTS ON SIMULATED AND REAL FIELD
Tests have been run during several weeks in the winter and spring seasons. CESI RICERCA facility equipped with a condensation gas heating generator (able to modulate between 6.9 ÷ 19.6 kWt to 60/40° at Celsius ) connected to five fan-coils and two air air/air heat pumps (with an outside and an internal unity) is represented in Fig. 4 . The comparison between normal single fuel (gas) conventional heating and dual-fuel integrated electric-gas management was carried out, considering a 24h flat electric power tariffs (0.2 /kWh), gas (0.63 /m 3 ) and homogeneous temperature of 20°Celsius for the whole house. Fig.5 shows the case when the instantaneous COP i (purple) drops below the COP econ (green) because of a lower external temperature. When that happens heat pumps are switched off (orange) and gas heating is preferred. Notice power absorption of fan coils (blue) increasing a little. When daily average temperature ranges between 7.3 ÷ 10.5 °C, a consumption of 71.9 ÷ 108.8 kWh t /day was observed. In this case dual-fuel heating leads to a saving between 4.7 ÷ 9% by comparison with use of the condensation gas heating generator alone. It is worth underlining that heat pumps used in the experiment were not recent (class "D"), therefore there is margin to increase further savings using more efficient heat pumps (i.e. class "A"). 
MULTIMETERING
The concept of Automatic Meter Management (AMM) is rapidly evolving towards smart multimetering. January this year, many European utilities, manufactures and research centers started working in a European Project called "OPEN-meter". The project aims at defining an open standard for smart multimetering for power, gas, heat and water. Multimetering will allow utilities to provide new services, creating value for active customers, retailers, distribution networks and meters operators. New services will encompass automatic meter reading, remote (re)connection and disconnection of prosumers and also flexible tariff management for electric power, gas, water and heat. Prosumers could be eventually provided with real time price for each different energy sources e.g. to support use of electric power or gas according to actual overall benefit for the system.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENT
The paper outlined the activity which focussed on the comparison between traditional gas heat management and the dual fuel management and the importance of providing the end user with the right differential price ratio for gas and electric power. Forthcoming AMM systems may facilitate rational management of different energy resources and support optimized management of smart grids. There is the need of the adoption of a set of widely accepted open standards capable of guaranteeing the interoperability of systems and devices produced by different manufacturers, supporting electricity, gas, water and heat. That is the main objective of OPEN meter project. In the future scenario active customers will be very much interactive with smart grids preferably throughout a dedicated smart multimetering infrastructure providing them with all the information they need to be an active node of a smart grid.
